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Welcome and Introductions
Dean Emily A. Haddad
Provost Jeffrey E. Hecker

University of Maine Valedictorian
Provost Jeffrey E. Hecker - Presentation

Drew Brooks*
Music, Microbiology

George J. Mitchell Peace Scholar
Provost Jeffrey E. Hecker - Presentation

Madison Riley
History; Women's, Gender, & Sexuality Studies

CLAS Outstanding Graduating Senior
Provost Jeffrey E. Hecker - Presentation of Medallion

Thilee Yost*
Political Science; Philosophy

+ Funded by the Arnold and Bobby Kaplan Prize, University of Maine Foundation

CLAS Outstanding Faculty Awards
Previous Recipients

Research/Creative Achievement:
2018 Michael Socolow - Communication & Journalism
2017 Stephen Hornsby - Anthropology, Canadian American Center
2016 Jennifer Moxley - English
2015 Daniel Sandweiss - Anthropology, Climate Change Institute
2014 Kate Beard-Tisdale - Computing & Information Science
2013 Sandra Sigmon - Psychology
2012 Howard Segal - History
2011 Brian Frederick - Chemistry
2010 Marie Hayes - Psychology
2009 Deborah Rogers - English

Service/Outreach:
2018 Cynthia Isenhour - Anthropology, Climate Change Institute
2017 Scott See - History
2016 Jessica Miller - Philosophy
2015 Amy Fried - Political Science
2014 Steven Evans - English
2013 George Markowsky - Computing & Information Science
2012 Harlan Onsrud - Computing & Information Science
2011 Tina Passman - Modern Languages & Classics
2010 Robert Franzosa - Mathematics & Statistics
2009 Neil Comins - Physics & Astronomy

Teaching/Advising:
2018 Robert Glover - Political Science, Honors
2017 Nathan Stormer - Communication & Journalism
2016 Brian Robinson - Anthropology, Climate Change Institute
2015 Kirsten Jacobson - Philosophy
2014 Mark Brewer - Political Science
2013 Steven Cohn - Sociology
2012 Michael Howard - Philosophy
2011 Amy Blackstone - Sociology
2010 Cynthia Erdley - Psychology
2009 Gisela Hoecherl-Alden - Modern Languages & Classics
JAMES S. STEVENS OUTSTANDING JUNIOR AWARDS

Emilie Andersen............................... Psychology
Delaney Burns*................................. Statistics
Brooke Curtis........................................ English
Abigail Despres*................................. Political Science
Mitchell Fossier.................................. New Media
Arianna Giguere................................. Philosophy
Melodie Godin..................................... Psychology
Aidan Greenlee................................. Engineering Physics; Mathematics
Liam Greenlee......................................... Mathematics
Jens Hansen........................................... Computer Science; Mathematics
David Howe........................................... Chemistry
Lindsey Lagerstrom*............................ Psychology; Sociology
Connor Langlois*................................. Computer Science
Emma Lueders....................................... Chemistry
Libbey Masse........................................ Theatre
Tim McInnis.......................................... Political Science
Kalee McLaughlin.................................. Psychology
Drake Perkins*...................................... New Media
Aidan Regan......................................... Mathematics
Caitlyn Rooms*...................................... International Affairs
Katie Skvorak........................................ English
Isabelle Stevens*.................................... Psychology
Liz Theriault......................................... Journalism; Political Science
Tanner Towle........................................ Political Science
Julie Watson......................................... Spanish
Jarod Webb............................................ English
Patrick White........................................ Political Science
Taylor Williams.................................... Psychology
Brittany Woods..................................... Anthropology; Spanish
Max Worgull......................................... English
Tate Yoder............................................ New Media

GRADUATE STUDENT AWARDS

Research and Creative Activity...... Brieanne Berry
  Anthropology & Environmental Policy
  Matthew Parent
  Physics
Teaching................................. Sarah Ebel
  Anthropology & Environmental Policy
  Jaquelin Wallace
  Physics
Interdisciplinary................... Anne St. Amand
  Quaternary & Climate Studies
Outstanding Graduating Student+.. Anna McGinn
  Global Policy

CLAS OUTSTANDING FACULTY AWARDS

Teaching/Advising....................... Matthew Brichacek
  Presented by Alice Bruce, Professor and Chair of Chemistry
Service/Outreach....................... Mark Brewer
  Presented by Amy Fried, Professor and Chair of Political Science
Lecturer................................. MJ Sedlock
  Presented by students Alan Estes and Reed Davis
Research/Creative Achievement.... Ngo Vinh Long
  Presented by Nathan Godfried, Professor of History
Promoted to Professor:

Daniel Bilodeau........................ Theatre/Dance
Andrew Knightly..................... Mathematics & Statistics
Jessica Miller........................ Philosophy
Justin Wolff............................ Art

Promoted to Associate Professor with Tenure:

Christine Beitl........................ Anthropology
William Gramlich..................... Chemistry
Torsten Hahmann...................... Computing & Information Science
Emily Haigh............................ Psychology
Samuel Hanes........................... Anthropology
Elizabeth Neiman..................... English; Women’s, Gender, & Sexuality Studies
Frédéric Rondeau..................... Modern Languages & Classics; Canadian American Center
Judith Rosenbaum.................... Communication & Journalism
Carlos Villacorta Gonzáles........ Modern Languages & Classics

Senior Recognition Awards

Anthropology................................. Skye Siladi*
Art...................................................... Lindsay M. Taylor
Chemistry........................................... Angus Koller
Communication & Journalism............ Keely Gonyea*
Computing & Information Science...... Stanley Small
English.............................................. Kimberly Crowley
History............................................. Dakota Gramour*
International Affairs.................... Tiffany Tanner
Mathematics & Statistics................ Isaac Vaccaro
Modern Language & Classics............ Evan Marshall
New Media........................................ Ian Donnelly*
Performing Arts
  
  Music.............................................. Kayla Gayton
  Theatre/Dance................................. Mackenzie Peacock*
Philosophy..................................... Thilee Yost*
Physics & Astronomy..................... Benjamin Waterman*
Political Science............................ Sophie Cohen
Psychology....................................... Amanda Laverdiere*
Sociology....................................... Jonah Paris
Women’s, Gender, & Sexuality Studies... Juliet Williams*

*A name with an asterisk denotes a student who has been elected in 2019 to the Phi Beta Kappa Honor Society.